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Officers and Contact Information: 

 

President: Mr Roger Patterson                 

Chairman: Mr Tom Moore     

Hon. Treasurer: Mr Murray West  

Hon. Secretary: Mrs Sue Elliott          

Membership: Mr Gordon Allan 

Newsletter: Miss Caroline Drewett 

WISBOROUGH GREEN  

BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION 

DIARY OF EVENTS 
 

THIS AND NEXT MONTH’S SATURDAY APIARY MEETINGS: -  

14th June 

5th & 26th July 
Gather from 1.30 p.m. 

Notices at 1.50 p.m. – you need to have arrived by this time! 

Meeting ‘proper’ starts at 2.00 p.m. 

 

THIS AND NEXT MONTH’S WEDNESDAY APIARY MEETINGS: -  

4th & 25th June 

16th July 

Meetings begin at 6.30 pm. 

 

See Roger’s comments re apiary equipment, within his article which starts on page 2. 

 

 

South of England Show, Ardingly -  5th, 6th & 7th June 

South of England Show Ground, Ardingly, RH17 6TL. 

 

WGBKA Honey Show -  Bank Holiday Monday 25th August 

Full details in next month’s newsletter. 

 

To help reduce the carbon footprint, parking and traffic on the roads we ask members 

to share vehicles if possible when attending meetings.  

 
 

01403 790637 roger-patterson@btconnect.com 

01798 343470 stone.house@btinternet.com 

01798 867048 murray@mt-w.co.uk 

01403 752493 sj.elliott@ukgateway.net 

01798 343470 petworthgordon@btopenworld.com 

01798 343883 caroline.drewett@btinternet.com  

A DIVISION OF WEST SUSSEX BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION 

JUNE 2014 
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I have recently been on a beekeeping trip to Slovenija with a group of 

Irish beekeepers. My hope was that we would be able to see bees being 

inspected and perhaps handle them ourselves, but unfortunately this 

wasn't possible.  For some reason there was a reluctance to show us 

more than a glimpse of their operations.  All apiaries we visited had 

bees in bee houses, apart from one apiary where there were a few stand

-alone hives like ours (but Langstroth), that were kept to compare with 

the bee houses they also had. 

 

The last time I went abroad where bee houses are used was to Switzerland, but although the princi-

ples are the same the frame sizes and orientation are different. 

 

Slovenija is the part of area where carniolan bees (Apis mellifera carnica) evolved and as you may 

have read, has recently been declared a sanctuary for this sub-species.  In apiaries close to borders 

there is considerable evidence of introgression by Italian bees, as there are yellow bands on many 

bees in colonies and those seen foraging.  Close to the border with Austria, where carniolans are 

the bee of choice, there doesn't seem to be much of a problem, but there are obvious problems 

close to the borders with Italy and Croatia; where one beekeeper regularly obtains queens from the 

heart of Slovenija, to replace queens when he saw yellow banded bees in a colony.  Where have 

you heard something similar before?  Although pure carniolans are docile, as I have found with all 

pure bees, early crosses can be bad tempered and is apparently a problem in border regions - the so

-called "F2 aggression" that often goes with early crosses of pure race queens that are mated with 

anything else.  One thing I find common in countries where the climate is harsh, is that beekeepers 

pay a lot of attention to bee breeding and rigorously cull the weakest before the elements do. 

 

I couldn't make much sense of the organisation of beekeeping, but the national BKA seems to be 

strong, with a purpose made building that has a large meeting room, well stocked shop, museum 

and a restaurant that seats about 60 people!  There are three main bee houses with a total of around 

50 colonies that are for teaching purposes.  It seems that all bee houses are purpose made to suit 

the individual and some at the BKA clearly had space inside for teaching. 

 

It was difficult to gauge the number of beekeepers, but there are about 9,000 in the BKA, with 160

-180,000 colonies, so an average of 18-20 colonies per beekeeper, which is considerably more 

than the 4-5 colonies we have in England and Wales. 

 

On the trip I met an Irish couple who live in Kent.  They had come to our recent auction and were 

very complimentary about the organisation, especially the efficiency of the clerks in the ring, so I 

pass on the praise.  I think feedback from people that don't have to give it is more valuable than a 

written questionnaire. 

 

I returned to 267 emails, discounting the 150+ in the junk folder!  I get queries from WG members 

and other beekeepers and non-beekeepers, very often because they have been given advice that has 

gone "wrong".  We all know of the well worn saying that if you ask "X" number of beekeepers a 

question you get "Y" number of answers, where "Y" is often in excess of double "X".  If some-

thing goes wrong it is usually assumed the one giving the advice is at "fault", but much of the  

Nell and friend 
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problem is usually caused by the whole information not being given, or slightly different informa-

tion given.  You can only give a sound answer if you have the correct and full information and I 

have often inspected a colony to find a different situation than I was told!  As some of you know I 

am one of the moderators on the BBKA online discussion forum.  Recently there was a question, 

which I gave a fairly full answer to.  I then looked at other posts and the same questioner asked 

another question.  It was clear they only had one colony that had obviously swarmed, but that was-

n't indicated in the question I answered, although it was relevant.  If I had known, I would have 

given a much different answer and more importantly, what I wrote could have resulted in a 

queenless colony - not what a beekeeper with only one colony wants!  I simply gave an answer 

based on the information I was given. 

 

Nobody minds answering questions, but if you do ask, please make sure you give as much infor-

mation as you can and you don't ask several people the same question.  The mixing of advice, al-

though it may overcome the problem if adhered to on its own, can often lead to further problems.  

 

If you have ever asked me a question, you may have noticed that I often ask several to get a good 

picture before giving an answer.  I have been giving advice long enough to know the situation is 

often different than at first thought.  An answer to someone with one hive can be different than if 

they had four, but that may not be obvious to the questioner. 

 

The key is to understand what is happening in the colony and try to work out what you should be 

doing, then check with someone else.  I remind members there is sound practical information on 

WG and Dave Cushman's websites.  These facilities are there to help beekeepers, but you need to 

assess the situation and work out why the colony is in a certain position before trying to fix it. 

 

Many of you will probably have extracted the OSR honey by now.  At this time of year there are 

often colonies that die of starvation because the queens are prolific and fill the brood boxes with 

brood.  If the weather is poor for flying for a few days the food the colony had stored for a nectar 

dearth has gone through the extractor and isn't available to them, so make a check.  If a colony 

runs short of food at any time of year the larvae are poorly fed, which aggravates diseases, chalk 

brood and EFB in particular.  Starvation is not only a winter problem, but a summer one too - and 

that is the fault of the beekeeper. 

 

At the May 24th meeting there was a swarm at the top of one of the oak trees.  We couldn't re-

trieve it and nobody told me about a colony it might have come from during inspections.  Before 

the meeting I gave a short demonstration on finding ley lines, in the hope the swarm had settled 

above where two or more cross, which I have found to be common.  Anne Dennig volunteered 

(well, I think she did!) to stand on the lines as I found them, and then move slightly as I found an-

other one.  She ended up directly under the swarm that was probably 20 feet above her.  She has 

yet to tell me what it is like to stand on a spot with at least 7 ley lines running through her.  It 

sounds like an item for the next newsletter to me! 

 

Now some polite requests.  I regularly ask members not to pack things away at the apiary.  I know 

people are trying to be helpful, but I know where most things are and it isn't helpful if things are 

put in the wrong place.  The lighting in the shed isn't very good and it is quite difficult to see 

things at the best of times.  On several occasions over the years I have had to go back to Dounhurst 

to retrieve something of mine that someone had put away.  I don't just go to the apiary for meet-

ings; I am there several times some weeks, as there is quite a lot to do between meetings.  It is not 

good use of my time if I spend it looking for things that have been put in a different place than I 

expect them to be. 

 

At the May 24th meeting I got there a couple of hours early to set things up for the meeting.  I  
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spent half an hour of that time looking for the queen marking pen and scissors.  I gave up, but 

asked several who I thought might know where they were.  Eventually, by accident, I found them 

in the bucket of gloves the following day, but covered up!  In looking for them I found three un-

capping forks in a small plastic tub; two of them had the prongs pointing upwards!  Even though 

I'm happy to admit to being slightly untidy, I know I didn't do that as I have had a lifetime dealing 

with the safe use of tools.  Can I please ask that ONLY committee members go inside the shed, 

unless accompanied. 

 

Can I please, yet again, ask those who inspect colonies NOT to place the record sheets in the up-

turned roof as honey drips on them, making them sticky and annoying the next time the colony is 

opened. 

 

Roger 

See below two notes of thanks to those members who helped at the recent apiary extraction. 

 

On Sunday 25th May a willing band of committee members and other volunteers extracted the 

early honey crop from the Dounhurst apiary.  Despite a certain amount of granulation already hav-

ing taken place they worked hard and harvested a good crop, which means we have excellent sup-

plies to sell at the summer shows we attend.  This raises good funds that go to covering the costs 

of running the apiary.  Very many thanks to those who took part on the day, both experienced and 

learners.  There will be another opportunity for newer members to learn the process when we 

come to the late extraction in early August, so look out for an email notification at that time. 

 

Tom 
 
I would like to thank all the members who helped with the extraction on Sunday.  I hope the newer 

members enjoyed it and learnt something from the day. 

 

Mike 

 

 

BBWare are giving a discount of 20% to WGBKA/BBKA members on their clothing (bee suits 

etc).  In order to qualify you will need an email from the Chairman or Secretary (Tom will do it at 

no charge!) confirming that you are a paid up member, and you will have to order by phone - the 

discount is not available in the on-line shop.   Their website is: 

 

http://www.bbwear.co.uk/ 

 

Thanks to Steve Rigby for drawing this to our attention. 

 

http://www.bbwear.co.uk/
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Caroline Drewett shares the joys and frustrations of running an out-apiary. 

 

In last month’s article I mentioned making a mental note to pre-prepare the kit required for an arti-

ficial swarm, as queen cups (but no eggs within them) were seen during an inspection on 30th 

April.  So when setting out for my next apiary inspection nine days later, I made sure I had a Poly 

Nuc and spare brood frames in the back of the car; ready to make a nuc with the queen as part of 

my swarm control measures, rather than undertake the Pagden Method of artificial swarm.  My 

inspections are usually every seven days as my queens are not clipped, but it had been another 

week of ‘intermittent weather’ and this was the next suitable day for inspecting.  I definitely didn’t 

want to wait another day, I had to inspect this particular hive that day. 

 

Sure enough, when I opened the hive in question (Hawthorn) there were queen cells.  I spotted the 

queen on the third frame and created a wide gap between that and the next frame so she wouldn’t 

’wonder off’ while I got the nuc box ready.  With the queen safely re-homed in the Poly Nuc, I 

went through the hive checking for queen cells and making a mental note where they were on the 

frames.  As Roger often reminds us, you shouldn’t start cutting them out straight away, you need 

to assess the colony first.  In the time it took me to do this, the bees had sealed a previously open 

queen cell on the first frame I had looked at.  It was approximately 5:00 pm.  Had I not opened the 

hive on that day the bees would have surely swarmed at the first opportunity!  This goes to show 

how critical it is to get your timings right and to inspect your colonies on the correct days as part 

of swarm prevention.  I took the decision to keep the sealed queen cell and cut out the others that 

were close to being sealed.  I did not worry about removing the smaller cells as, with eggs that had 

been laid that day available, the workers would possibly raise additional queen cells and a further 

visit would be required to remove these.  Other beekeepers may disagree with my choice of queen 

cell, but it made sense to me as I knew exactly when the cell had been sealed.  This was Friday 9th 

May.  With the queen now in a six frame nuc (Cowslip) on the opposite side of the apiary, I went 

home to mark the next inspection date in the diary.   

 

I returned to the hive on the following Thursday.  The sealed queen cell I had left on the frame last 

time was in tact, and to the human eye looked the best of all the cells in the colony (of course the 

bees may think otherwise, but as beekeepers we like to think we know what we are doing).  There 

were a further two sealed queen cells.  I made a two frame nuc with one of the cells to provide a 

back-up queen (two virgin queens went AWOL last year!) and cut-out the other sealed cell.  I also 

destroyed a further three cells that were unsealed.  No more cells, job done.  Now I just have to be 

patient and hopefully the colony will soon have a new laying queen. 

 

But what has happened with the queenless hive (Sweetpea) that I wrote about previously?  The 

first attempt to raise a new queen had appeared to fail.  Having added another frame with eggs on 

30th April, I checked the colony on 14th May.  There was one sealed queen cell, rather small but 

the bees know what they are doing.  I checked again today, 16th May, and the workers were clean-

ing the emerged cell.  A quick check of the adjacent frame and there she was, the new queen 

(small but black, no orange stripes!).  I actually opened this hive first, to check if there was a 

queen in case I needed to transfer a spare queen cell from the other hive (rather than destroy a cell 

to find that I needed it). 

 

I usually type my article in one session, frequently not knowing what I’m going to write until the 

moment I look at the blank page on the screen.  However, I start a one week holiday tomorrow and  
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as this is at the point of a natural break in the story, have decided to write the second part of this 

article on my return.  If all goes well, at that time the two queen cells will have emerged and I will 

be recording that there are new queens.  Which leads me onto hive record sheets and how to man-

age them when you have an out apiary. 

 

You obviously need the record sheets with the hives.  You refer to and record your findings on 

them at the time you undertake an inspection.  But on a wet day you may be sitting at home plan-

ning what you are going to do at your next inspection and need to refer to the record sheets.  This 

is not a problem if your beekeeping is done in your garden, whether you keep the sheets with the 

hives or in the house they are readily accessible.  However, your out apiary may be several miles 

from your home.  What happens if you are unwell, or are unavailable and another beekeeper unex-

pectedly needs to inspect your bees on your behalf?  Where are your hive records and can they ac-

cess them?  My solution is simple.  I make a carbon copy of the record sheets and leave these with 

the hives, taking the main copies home with me each time.  At home I have all the record sheets 

for each hive (current and historic) but leave only a copy of the current sheet with the hive.  At 

each inspection I take the hive copy of the record sheet and place it under the main copy, with a 

sheet of carbon between the two.  I record my data for that particular inspection, place the carbon 

copy of the sheet under the hive roof and put the top copy back on the clip board ready to take 

home.  This way the up-to-date records are always where you need them.  The newsagent was 

rather taken aback when I asked to buy carbon paper, commenting that he didn’t think anyone 

used it nowadays (as he reached to the top shelf for a very dusty packet)! 

 

On return from my ramblings in Norfolk late on Saturday evening, I learn that a swarm has been 

collected by Tom, taken from the apple tree adjacent to my apiary (not my bees I say confidently).  

I inspect my hives the following day, Sunday 25th May; which according to the forecast is the 

only day during the week that the weather looks remotely suitable for beekeeping.  I want to see if 

the two queen cells that were sealed when I went away have emerged, and also to check if the new 

queen is still in the hive (Sweetpea).  

 

I quickly look for the new queen and am pleased to see she is still there.  Fingers crossed that at 

the next inspection she will have started laying, indicating that she has successfully mated despite 

the rainy days.  Next a brief look at the frame in the nuc box that had one of the sealed queen cells, 

and I find that the queen has emerged.  I didn’t see her but it was only a very quick look as I 

wanted to keep disturbance to a minimum.  Finally to see if the swarm cell in Hawthorn has also 

emerged, and I find that it is still sealed.   

 

Usually once I have left a sealed queen cell within a colony I do not open the hive for at least three 

weeks, to avoid disturbing and possibly damaging the new queen.  I decided to undertake quick 

inspections earlier than usual on this occasion following the problems last year with disappearing 

queens.  I’m keeping a close eye on these ladies!  If I’m lucky, I’ll have a spare queen with which 

to make increase or help out a fellow beekeeper. 

 

I currently have only one colony productive enough to require supers.  There was no time to ex-

tract prior to my holiday and so I was keen to get this done on my return, in case there was OSR 

nectar crystallising in the combs.  On inspection, there were only a few frames of stores in the su-

pers, mostly uncapped, and there was no sign of crystallisation.  What to do?  I could (and proba-

bly will) leave it for the bees, they’ve worked hard for it.  If it’s uncapped is the water content too 

high?  If it’s not extracted now will it set in the combs?  I’ve decided to leave it and see what it 

looks like in a few days.  I may be repeating my experiment of last year when I had combs unsuit-

able for extraction by the usual method ................ hopefully not! 

 

Caroline 
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Martin Hill describes the fun that is had during a weekend of extracting honey! 

 

The fun started on Thursday evening with Daisy putting on clearer boards at three apiaries and set-

ting up the extraction kit.  We then went to Southwater to collect a Blue Tit box full of tree bum-

blebees that had upset a fencing contractor.  Friday dawned and we gathered up the cleared supers, 

called into a fourth apiary and put on clearer boards ready for Saturday morning. 

 

The first lot of supers were mixed, some that were dripping with fresh nectar and some that were 

capped and starting to granulate due to the oil seed rape, so they had to be processed carefully – 

putting back the honey that wasn’t ready.  We got on so well that we decided to load up the empty 

supers and put them back; and put on the clearer boards at my out apiaries.  Finally home for tea. 

 

Saturday morning, load van full of more supers and get back to carry out extraction.  Again a 

mixed lot. 

 

Well into the extracting and a phone call from a person who lives next to one of my out apiaries to 

say “Your bees are going crazy in the apiary”.  Well was it a mating flight?  All of my queens are 

clipped and were inspected on Monday, so it couldn’t be swarming! 

 

On arrival there on the ground was a prime swarm, OOPS.  I had a look and sure enough there was 

a clipped and marked queen, so I picked her up and popped her into a cage, hung it in the skep and 

left it ‘til later. 

 

Back to Daisy, picking up the rest of the supers on the way.  One of the colonies had not cleared a 

single bee; it has a queen cell because I took a nuc out a few days previously.  I left it to sort later.  

Back at the extraction and a phone call from a lady who had a swarm on a fence post.  No Skep!!  

A cardboard box with an old comb jammed in would have to do.  A lovely swarm on the post as 

promised, great thinks me, put the box over the post and they will all run in with a bit of smoke to 

encourage them.  Zoom!  Off they go, up in to the box to the amazement of the watching public.  I 

had laid out the sheet, picked up the box and the comb dropped out and scattered bees all over the 

grass.  I was expecting the worst and said to my audience “they will probably fly away now”.  

Anyway I gave a bit more smoke and they started running up the post and forming a cluster on the 

top of it.  I looked and there was the queen.  So I made a grab and caught her, unfortunately by one 

wing.  Into my pocket for a cage - I had used it earlier; into the van, an empty lunch box, in she 

went.  Then found a queen cage in Daisy’s bee tin, sat in the van with windows closed and trans-

ferred her from the lunch box.  Put the cage into the box on the sheet and left it left alone whilst a 

cup of tea was supped.  I would normally leave the skep/box until dusk to ensure collection of all 

bees, but in this case I knew where they had come from and was confident that the odd few fora-

gers would find their way home. 

 

Back to base; Daisy had done remarkably well and was sitting drinking tea.  So we loaded up the 

van with empty supers and they went back on in the dark.  

 

Sunday morning and we had to hive the swarms, the one from my apiary was destined for a friend 

who has built a top bar hive and is going to be a “leave alone” beekeeper.  I have never dealt with 

a top bar so it would be interesting.  We decided that we would leave the queen in the cage and 

throw the bees in; as we were worried they may not like the lack of bee smell in a brand new box  
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The biggest issue was how to get the bars back in without squashing bees but we managed with 

patience.  I had decided to put the second swarm in with another swarm I had collected a few days 

earlier from the same place (!); as I felt I might have damaged the queen by catching her by only 

one wing and chucking her in a lunch box. 

 

We caught and caged the queen inside the hive, then shook the bees from the hive and the bees 

from the swarm out onto the swarm board and let them run in together.  The possibly damaged 

queen was then ‘despatched’ (she was very yellow!). 

 

We then returned to the extraction and fin-

ished off all the supers we had collected and 

loaded the honey in the van; apart from one 

bucket, when the handle gave out and split 

when it hit the concrete!!!  What a sticky 

mess that was.  We took the honey home, 

then back to clean up and load all the kit.  I 

put the last of the supers in the car to return 

to the bees on Monday morning and release 

the two queens.  When I released the queen 

from the top bar hive they had started to 

build comb in just the right spot. 

 

It was finally over and only about nine or ten weeks till we do it all again! 

Martin 
 

 

 

It has been a busy year with a lot of swarming and a good early honey crop.  As a result I under-

stand that there has been a shortage of foundation.  I am pleased to say that due to careful planning 

and good buying, we have available supplies of all types of (National/B.B.) foundation, and it is 

cheaper than from other sources!  We have brood foundation in normal worker cell, also in drone 

cell for drone culling; super in drone or worker cell; thin un-wired for cut comb (this comes in 

worker cell only). 

 

If you need foundation, please if possible order in advance for supply at meetings, or if required 

between meetings then email me to arrange collection from Petworth. 
 

Tom 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Details of the equipment available for purchase from the 

apiary can be found on page 9 of this newsletter. 
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As usual we will have certain supplies available for members at apiary meetings this year.  We buy 

in bulk from reputable suppliers in order to have these items available at very competitive prices 

for our members.  Because we buy in bulk you will find that our prices are generally  lower than 

from anywhere else, and with no carriage charges!  All available at apiary meetings (subject to 

stock). 

 

How to order 

As meetings can be hectic please email orders in advance to Tom on 

stone.house@btinternet.com so that they can be ready for you.  If you leave it until the day you 

must be prepared to wait until there is a convenient time to collate your goods, which may not be 

until the end of the meeting, or not until the next meeting! 

 

All prices are PER SINGLE ITEM unless stated otherwise and are correct at March 2014 for cur-

rent stocks.  We reserve the right to vary prices if there are changes from suppliers. 

 

Frames  (unassembled)    all  60p 

DN1 for National and WBC brood chambers  SN1 for National and WBC supers 

 

Frame nails - small bag (approx 80 grams)  £1.00 or      full box (500 grams) £5.00 

 

Foundation for the above 

Wired Brood   80p   (some available in drone base for culling/varroa control, or drone breeding) 

Wired Shallow  50p please specify worker cell or drone cell.  Un-wired  Shallow (for cut 

comb)  40p 

 

Spacers  to suit National hives 

Castellated spacers (metal) in 9, 10 or 11 slot  £2.00/pair Narrow plastic ends 10p (20p/pair) 

 

Sundries 

Syringes, plastic, for oxalic acid etc.   £1.25   Smoker, stainless steel with guard  £15.00 

Hive tool, steel, yellow, British made   £8.50  Hive strap, orange, 3 metres  £4.00 

‘Basic Beekeeping’ booklet by Roger Patterson, 2010 edition   £5.00 

 

Varroa Treatments 

Available for August treatment, we will have the following; prices to be announced 

Apiguard (thymol) ApilifeVar (thymol +, not for polystyrene hives) MAQS (formic acid) 

 

Payment can be made in cash (easiest for us), or by cheque. 

Please make cheques payable to WSBKA Wisborough Green Division. 

 

 

Thanks to this month’s contributors.  If you have similar articles or beekeeping 

experiences you would like to share, please supply articles and any photographs 

for the June edition no later than the 26th May.   
 

If you need any help submitting an article, please give me a call. 
Caroline 


